Abstract. Block Sorting is a well studied problem, motivated by its applications in Optical Character Recognition (OCR), and Computational Biology. Block Sorting has been shown to be NP-Hard, and two separate polynomial time 2-approximation algorithms have been designed for the problem. But questions like whether a better approximation algorithm can be designed, and whether the problem is APX-Hard have been open for quite a while now. In this work we answer the latter question by proving Block Sorting to be Max-SN P-Hard (APX-Hard). The APX-Hardness result is based on a linear reduction of Max-3SAT to Block Sorting. We also provide a new lower bound for the problem via a new parametrized problem k-Block Merging.
Introduction
The Block Sorting problem is a combinatorial optimization problem to find out the minimum number of block moves required to sort a given permutation π. A block is a maximal substring of π, which is also a substring of the sorted (identity) permutation id. Block Sorting is motivated by its applications in optical character recognition [1] - [4] . In optical character recognition, text regions referred to as zones are identified. The ordering of the zones is very important. But in practice, the output generated by any zoning algorithm is frequently different from the correct order. To measure how good a zoning algorithm is, we need to find the minimum number of steps required to transform the string generated by the zoning algorithm, to the correct string. The problem of obtaining the number of steps to convert the given string into the correct string is equivalent to Block Sorting. Hence it is very important to design efficient algorithms for Block Sorting, and know more about its computational complexity. Block Sorting is also gains much importance from the fact that it is a nontrivial variation of a very well known problem Sorting by Transpositions which is motivated by the study of genome rearrangements in computational biology. In transpositions, we are allowed to move any substring of π to a different position at each step [5] . Sorting by Transpositions optimizes the number of such moves to sort π. It is easy to see that a block move is a transposition, but not the vice versa. Sorting by Transpositions has been recently shown to be NP-Hard [7] . The best known algorithm for Sorting by Transpositions has an approximation ratio of 1.375 [6] . It is not known yet whether Block Sorting approximates Sorting by Transpositions to any factor better than 3. But it is known that optimal transpositions never need to break existing blocks [8] . This shows how the two problems are closely related. The study of the computational complexity of Block Sorting therefore might provide us with more insight into the complexity of Sorting by Transpositions. It is still not known whether Sorting by Transpositions is APX-Hard 3 , or it admits a PTAS 3 .
Block Sorting is also closely related to another problem called Sorting by Short Block-Moves. In a short block move, we are allowed to move an element of π to at most two positions away from its original position. Sorting by Short Block-Moves optimizes the number of such moves required to sort π [9] . The problem is motivated by its applications in the study of genome rearrangements and in the design of interconnection networks. It is easily observed that a shortblock move is also a block move, but not the vice-versa. The complexity of Sorting by Short Block-Moves is still open. It has been studied extensively, and recently a PTAS has been designed for the problem [10] . We believe that our results on the complexity of Block Sorting could help resolve the computation complexity of Sorting by Short Block-Moves, which has been open for close to a decade and a half now.
Overview of the results and techniques
The set {1, 2, · · · , n} is denoted by [n] , and let S n denote the set of all permutations over [n] , and id n the sorted or identity permutation of length n. The given permutation π ∈ S n to be sorted is represented as a string π 1 π 2 · · · π n without loss of generality.
Definition 1 (Block).
A block is a maximal substring of a given permutation π, which is also a substring of the identity permutation id.
As an example, the permutation 8 2 5 6 3 9 1 4 7 contains 8 blocks, and 5 6 is the only block of length more than one. A block move picks up a block and places it elsewhere in the permutation. A block sorting schedule is a sequence of block moves to sort a given permutation π. The minimum number of such moves required is called the block sorting distance bs(π) of permutation π. An example of the block move of moving block 1 to block 2 for π = 3 1 4 6 2 5 7 9 8 10 is shown in Figure1 in Appendix B. Any block in π could be replaced by a single element without loss of generality. Hence the permutation 7 2 5 3 8 1 4 6 is equivalent to 8 2 5 6 3 9 1 4 7. We can do this because we do not break blocks once they get joined to form larger blocks 3 Defined in Appendix A in a block move. The reduced permutation is termed as reduced permutation [2] or a kernel permutation [3] .
Block Sorting can be stated as:
Block Sorting Problem Input: A permutation π and an integer m. Question: Is bs(π) ≤ m?
In [3] , it has been formally proved that block-sorting π is equivalent to blocksorting its kernel ker(π). That is bs(π) = bs(ker(π)). Also it was shown in [3] , that in an optimal block-sorting sequence, we never need to break apart an existing block at any step. That is the block-sorting distance remains the same, even if we allow block-sorting moves which do not necessarily join blocks, or which breaks any previously joined blocks.
Block Sorting was proved to be NP-Hard via a reduction from 3SAT in [2] . We reduce Max-3SAT to Block Sorting via a linear reduction and prove it to be Max-SN P-Hard. We achieve this by proving a new technical lemma (Lemma 7) for block sorting. We prove that the number of moves in any block sorting schedule for any permutation is at least the sum of the number of reversals in the permutation, and the number of disconnected components in the red-blue graph constructed from that schedule. Our results show Block Sorting does not admit a PTAS unless P = NP.
Definition 2 (Reversal).
In a permutation π, a reversal is a pair of consecutive elements ab such that a > b. Formally a and b form a reversal in π if a > b and π b = π a + 1.
Let the number of reversals in π be rev(π). In [2] , it has been shown that a block sorting sequence of length rev(π) is optimal, since the block sorting distance bs(π) ≥ rev(π).
In [2] the authors had constructed permutation π from an arbitrary 3SAT boolean formula Φ, such that • Φ is satisfiable if and only if bs(π) = rev(π).
In this work we construct permutation π from an arbitrary Max-3SAT instance, a boolean formula Φ with m clauses, such that • If all the m clauses of Φ are satisfiable, then bs(π) = rev(π).
• If at most m − c clauses of Φ are satisfiable, then bs(π) ≥ rev(π) + c. The above proves Block Sorting to be Max-SN P-Hard, which is one of our results. The question whether Block Sorting is APX-Hard was open for quite sometime now, and we answer it in this work. We believe, this result will also provide us more insight on the complexity of the more general Sorting by Transpositions, which has been recently proved to be NP-Hard. Also we might use a similar reduction technique to prove the hardness of Sorting by Short-Block Moves, whose complexity remains unresolved till date.
The problem Block Merging has been introduced in [3] in conjunction to obtaining a factor 2 approximation algorithm for Block Sorting. The permutation π can be uniquely decomposed into maximal increasing subsequences. The input to Block Merging is the set of these increasing subsequences S π . If π = 8 2 5 6 3 9 1 4 7, then S π = {(8), (2, 5, 6) , (3, 9) , (1, 4, 7) } is an input instance for Block Merging. The goal of Block Merging is to transform S π to the multiset M n = {id n , ε, · · · , ε} using the minimum number of block moves. A block move on a block is permitted, if and only if the block is contained in at most one increasing subsequence. At the beginning, every block in S π is contained in exactly one increasing subsequence. But during the execution of a block-merging schedule, a block might get fragmented over several increasing subsequences. Let bm(S π ), called the block-merging distance of π, be the minimum such moves to transform S π to M n . In [3] the authors proved a new lower bound for Block Sorting via Block Merging as
. They further proved that Block Merging ∈ P to design a 2-approximation algorithm for Block Sorting via Block Merging. We parametrize Block Merging to formulate another problem k-Block Merging, for any integer k. In k-Block Merging, we have the same input and goal as Block Merging. But we allow a block to be moved if it is contained in at most k increasing subsequences. Hence Block Merging is k-Block Merging with k = 1. Let k-bm(S π ) be the k-block merging distance for π. We prove a new lower bound for Block Sorting via k-Block Merging as
. In other words, k-Block Merging approximates Block Sorting by a factor of 1 + 1 k . We know k-Block Merging ∈ P for k = 1. But we do not know anything about its complexity for k > 1. If we can prove it to be polynomial for k = 2, we have a 1.5-approximation algorithm for Block Sorting. To recall, the best known approximation algorithms for Block Sorting have a factor of 2. On the other hand if we prove it to be NP-Hard for k = 2, then we actually prove Block Sorting to be in-approximable to within a factor of 1.5, which improves the integrality gap we achieve in our reduction.
The Red-Blue Graph for Block Sorting
Given π, and a block sorting sequence S for π, we construct the red-blue graph G(π, S), where the vertices are the blocks of π in the following way:
1. A blue edge is constructed between the participating blocks a and b of each reversal (a, b). 2. A red edge is constructed between two blocks a and b if:
-a < b and π a < π b , -a and b are joined in the sequence S before either is moved, and -if π a < π c < π b , then block c is moved before a and b are joined.
The intuition behind the red edges is to treat the two blocks participating as already in their correct positions [2] . We need to move only the other blocks in the block sorting schedule. Thus we effectively save one move per red edge. Hence the construction of G(π, S) is dependent on the given block sorting schedule S on π. Now we present a few properties about the red edges proved in [2] . We will state them here without proof. π(i) is the position of block i in π.
For any π, G(π) is acyclic over both red and blue edges.
Lemma 2.
[2] Any node x can have a red degree of at most 2. One from y to x where y < x another from x to z where x < z.
there cannot be both a red edge from a to b, and a red edge from c to d. 
Definition 3 (Perfect block sorting).
[2] A perfect block sorting schedule S perf ect on π is a block sorting schedule which sorts π in rev(π) moves. Note that rev(π) is equal to the number of blue edges in graph G(π, S perf ect ).
Perfect block sorting is optimal since bs(π) ≥ rev(π).
Lemma 6. [2]
There exists a perfect block sorting schedule S perf ect on π if and only if G(π, S perf ect ) is a tree.
Given π, the blue edges of π are always fixed, in G(π, S), for any block sorting schedule S. Hence when we refer to blue edges, we would talk about only π instead of G(π, S). The red edges will vary for different block sorting schedules.
Definition 4 (Blue component).
In permutation π, all the blue edges connect elements which are adjacent to each other. We define the components connected by zero or more blue edges as blue components of a red-blue graph. All the blue components are substrings of π.
As an example, for π = 8 2 5 6 3 9 1 4 7, the blue components are {8 2}, { 5 6 3}, {9 1}, {4}, and {7}. The number of blue components in π is equal to the difference between the number of blocks in π and rev(π). Formally, #blue-components(π) = #blocks(π) − rev(π). In a red-blue graph of a perfect block sorting schedule, all these blue components are connected, since the graph is a tree. Hence there can be at most #blocks(π) − rev(π) − 1 red edges in any red-blue graph of π. Intuitively, we see that the more are the number of disconnected blue components in the red-blue graph G(π, S), the more are the number of moves in S. Each red edge saves one move. Let the number of disconnected components in any graph be defined as #disconnected-components(G(π, S)) = #connected-components(G(π, S)) − 1. d disconnected components signifies an absence of d red edges to connect them to the rest of the graph. Therefore d disconnected component signifies at least d more moves for S than S perf ect . We formally prove this in Lemma 7. The length of S is the number of moves in S.
Lemma 7. Length of any block sorting schedule S ≥ rev(π)+#disconnected-components(G(π, S)) , for any block sorting schedule S on π.
The proof of Lemma 7 is in Appendix E. Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 7.
Theorem 1 says that for any π if we show that the number of disconnected blue components in the red-blue graph of any block sorting schedule is at least d, then the lower bound for block sorting for π is at least d more than rev(π). We are now in a position to prove the APX-hardness of Block Sorting.
Block Sorting is Max-SN P-Hard
We use the construction from [2] to reduce Max-3SAT to Block Sorting. Consider an instance of Max-3SAT consisting of a boolean formula
A permutation π of 8m + 4n + 1 elements was constructed from Φ by introducing an ordered alphabet Σ n,m with 4nm+2m+4n+1 elements in [2] . A block sorting schedule S of length 6m+2n−1 has been shown to exist for π if and only if Φ was satisfiable. Here we use that construction to show the following:
The alphabet Σ n,m consists of the following elements:
are called left and right term symbols respectively. 2. Clause control symbols:
The ordering on Σ n,m is generated by the following rules:
Let the names of each variable be x i ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each clause is assumed to be of the form (z a ∨ z b ∨ z c ), a > b > c without loss of generality, where z i is either x i orx i . The simple encoding of a clause uses symbols p i and q i andp i and,q i respectively for literal x i and,x i . It consists of eight symbols starting with an , and ending with r. The remaining symbols are the terms symbols, that start with p's and end with the q's. As an example the simple encoding of the clause (x 5 ∨ x 3 ∨x 2 ) is p 5 p 3p2 q 5 q 3q2 r. For the real encoding of a clause, the index of that clause is inserted as its superscript. If 2 r 4 . The clause encodings are in the order C 1 followed by C 2 till C m in π. After the real encoding of each clauses, the control sequences m+i u i υ i r m+i are added ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Finally the element s is added as the first element. Hence the derived permutation π contains s, followed by the encodings of the clauses in order, followed by the control sequences ∀ i from 1 to n. An example of the reduction of Φ = (x 3 ∨x 2 ∨x 1 )∧(x 4 ∨x 3 ∨x 2 ) is shown in Figure 3 of Appendix C. In this figure, we have two clause components in π, for the two clauses in Φ.
Lemma 8.
[2] G(π, S) has 6m+2n−1 blue edges for any block sorting schedule S on π, and hence bs(π) ≥ 6m + 2n − 1.
Lemma 8 follows from the fact that rev(π) = 6m+2n−1. We state and prove lemmas in this section in a top-down manner. Lemma 10, Lemma 11, and Lemma 12 are stated and proved first. Next we state and prove the lemmas which lead to Lemma 10, Lemma 11. The omitted proofs appear in Appendix F. The blue components of any G(π, S) are: Hence there are in total 2m + 2n + 2 blue components of any G(π, S) for π. The red-blue graph of a perfect schedule on π is a tree. Since G(π, S) is acyclic [2] , there can be at most 2m + 2n + 1 red edges to connect these 2m + 2n + 2 blue components. The three q j i symbols 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for the components of each clause C j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, are joined by two blue edges, and form a blue component in any red blue graph G(π, S). We call these blue components containing q symbols for each clause component. Therefore out of the 2m + 2n + 2 blue components, m are blue components containing q symbols.
Lemma 9.
There is a one-on-one correspondence between all possible assignments in Φ to all possible arrangements of the set of red edges {(p
Lemma 10. Given a satisfying assignment of Φ, if a clause C j ∈ Φ is unsatisfied, we cannot have any red edges between any (p
Lemma 11. For any red blue graph G(π, S), the blue component containing q symbols of any clause C j can be connected to the graph G(π, S) only via a red edge of type (p
it will disconnect at least 1 other blue component from G(π, S) by Lemma 11. This proves when Max-3SAT (Φ) ≤ m − c, we have at least c disconnected blue components for any red blue graph G(π, S). And therefore by Theorem 1, we will have bs(π) ≥ 6m + 2n − 1 + c.
Proof. This was already proved in [2] . The outline is at least one literal in each clause in Φ is true. Hence we can find all the m red edges of type (p We now state and prove the following lemmas, which lead to Lemma 10, and Lemma 11.
Lemma 15. In π, the pairs (u i , υ i ) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, and ( j , r j ) ∀1 ≤ j ≤ m + n can always be joined to form blocks before they are moved in any block sorting schedule S on π.
We define a set of red edges E = {(u i , υ i ) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, ( j , r j ) ∀1 ≤ j ≤ m + n, and (s, 1 )} for any red blue graph G(π, S).
Lemma 16. In any red-blue graph G(π, S), no red edges in the set E cross each other . Hence the number of red edges which could be drawn in any G(π, S) is at least m + 2n + 1.
Corollary 1.
There exists a block sorting schedule S for π of length 7m+2n−1 steps.
The |E| = m + 2n + 1 red edges connect the respective blue components to each other. Therefore m + 2n + 2 blue components of G(π, S) get connected to each other by the set of edges E. The blue components that do not get connected by the edges of E are the blue components with the q symbols. Lemma 17 is a direct implication of Claim A, B, and C of the proof of Lemma 11 of [2] .
Lemma 17. [2] In any red blue graph G(π, S) the set E of is the only set of non crossing red edges, which can connect all the m + 2n + 2 blue components of G(π, S) to which they belong to. So any edge absent from E in G(π, S) would imply at least one disconnected blue component in G(π, S).
Lemma 18. At most one pair (p
) cannot be joined before they are moved for any clause 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and k = j in any block sorting schedule S on π. 
A New Lower Bound for Block Sorting
The problem Block Merging has been introduced in [3] . It is defined as follows:
Block Merging Problem Input: A multiset S = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S l } of disjoint increasing sequences whose union is [n], an integer m. Output: The multiset M n = {id n , ε, · · · , ε}. Constraint: A block is allowed to be moved if it is contained in at most one increasing sequence S i .
Question: Is bm(S) ≤ m?
The block merging distance bm(S) is the minimum number of block moves to transform S to M n . A block move is defined as: Pick a block from any sequence S i , and insert it into some other sequence S j so that it merges with a block there. A block is allowed to be moved if it is contained in at most one increasing sequence S i . Any permutation π can easily be decomposed into the multiset of maximal increasing subsequences S π , which could be an input to Block Merging . Lemma 19 and 20 have been proved in [3] . .
Lemma 20 gives a new lower bound for Block Sorting. It also says that Block Merging approximates Block Sorting by a Factor of 2. Lemma 19 along with Lemma 20 gives polynomial factor 2 approximation algorithm for Block Sorting. All the omitted proofs of this section appear in Appendix G. We relax the constraint for Block Merging and define the problem k-Block Merging. Specifically in k-Block Merging, we are allowed to move a block which is contained in at most k increasing sequence. We are done when we have at most k sequences whose concatenation gives the identity permutation id n . Formally, we define k-Block Merging as:
k-Block Merging Problem Input: A multiset S = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S l } of disjoint increasing sequences whose union is [n], integers m, and k ≤ l.
Constraint: A block is allowed to be moved if it is contained in at most k increasing sequence S i . Question: Is k-bm(S) ≤ m?
k-bm(S) is the number of k-block merging moves to transform S to M n .
Lemma 21. bs(π) ≤ k-bm(S π ) ≤ bm(S π ).
Proof. For any permutation π, given a block sorting schedule b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b m of m moves we need to prove that we can have a k-block merging schedule of at most m(1 + 1 k ) moves. For any block sorting move b i , if b i moves the block B ∈ π, we move B in the corresponding k-block merging move if it is contained in at most k increasing sequences in S π . Else, if B is contained in x > k increasing sequences, we perform x−1 k moves to get B in at most k increasing sequences. Next we move B. This way, each move in the block sorting sequence, can be performed by one or more moves in the k-block merging sequence. We define two sets Inc(π) = {π i |π i < π i+1 , ∀1 ≤ i < n}, and Inc(S) = {i ∈ [n−1]|i is not the last element of any subsequence S ∈ S}. In other words, Inc(π) is the set of elements of π which are lesser than their immediate successor element in π. We have Inc(id n ) = Inc(M n ) = [n−1]. At the beginning, for any π, we have Inc(π) = Inc(S π ). But as we execute a block sorting, and its corresponding kblock merging schedule, Inc(S i π ) ⊆ Inc(π i ) at any step i. The reason is, a block B can be fragmented at step i, and that would make Inc(S π ) not contain elements which are in Inc(π). Hence, the defragmentation steps that we perform for kblock merging, actually decreases the difference between Inc(S i π ) and Inc(π i ) for step i. Let c i be the actual cost of the corresponding k-block merging moves performed for a single block sorting move at step i. Then c i = 1 + x−1 k
. We perform an amortized cost analysis of the amortized cost a i for each step, such that a i ≥ c i , ∀ i. Then we bound a i by 1 + To complete the proof, we need to show that
. We calculate the change in p i − p i−1 , and q i − q i−1 for all the k-block merging moves of step i. Let the block B be moved to its predecessor block A by the block move b i (the other case is analogous). We first find the bound on the value of p i − p i−1 . Let the first and last elements of the block B be b and c respectively, and the last element of block A be e, that is e = b − 1. It is clear that e ∈ P i , since e < b. Further, c ∈ P i ⇔ e ∈ P i−1 . Now we observe that p i − p i−1 = 1 if 1. either a / ∈ P i−1 and e / ∈ P i−1 , 2. or if exactly one among a and c ∈ P i−1 , and a ∈ P i . In every other case p i − p i−1 = 0. Consider the k-block merging moves on to simulate block move b i . Recall that the block B is fragmented within x increasing sequences. We need to make at most x−1 k moves to bring B into at most k increasing subsequences. Then we move B to its predecessor A, as done by block move b i . Since k ≥ 1, the maximum number of such defragmentation moves performed here is x − 1. These x − 1 moves can contribute at most x − 1 to q i − q i−1 . In fact they contribute x − 1 if c / ∈ Q i−1 , else they contribute x − 2. Again the block move to move B to A adds either of e or c to Q i and hence contributes 1 to q i − q i−1 . But we have a / ∈ Q i . Hence the overall contribution by the block move is 1 if a / ∈ Q i−1 , else its 0. To sum it up, block move b i increases p i − p i−1 by 0 or 1, and the equivalent k-block merging moves increase q i − q i−1 by either at most x − 1 or at most x − 2. In the latter case, we have both a and c ∈ Q i−1 , and hence a and c ∈ P i−1 which means p i − p i−1 = 0. Therefore we have
k . Lemma 21, and 22 lead to Theorem 3. Theorem 2 and 3 lead to Corollary 3. Lemma 22 gives us a new lower bound for Block Sorting via k-Block Merging. In [3] , given any π, and S π , a directed graph G = (V, E) has been constructed such that V = [n], and (u, υ) ∈ E if u and υ belong to the same increasing subsequence in π. Two edges (i, j), and (k, l) cross each other if i ≤ k < j ≤ l, or k ≤ i < l ≤ j. A set E ⊆ E is called a non-crossing set if no two edges of E cross. The size of a largest non-crossing in S π is denoted by c(S π ). Lemma 23 has been proved in [3] .
Corollary 4 tells us that the polynomial time algorithm of [3] for Block Merging is actually a k-approximation algorithm for k-Block Merging. We know k-Block Merging to be polynomial time solvable for k = 1 from [3] , and our results prove it to be NP-Hard for k > 48. But we do not know whether it is polynomial time solvable for k = 2. If it is, then we would have a 1.5-approximation algorithm for Block Sorting. But if it is not, then Block Sorting would be inapproximable to within a factor of 1.5.
It is still open whether we can design an algorithm with an approximation ratio better than 2 for Block Sorting.
A A Few Definitions

A.1 APX
A problem is said to belong to class APX if we can design a constant factor approximation algorithm for it. By definition APX ⊂ NP.
A.2 Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS)
A PTAS is an algorithm which takes an instance of an optimization problem and a parameter ε > 0 and, in polynomial time, produces a solution that is within a factor 1 + ε of being optimal (or 1 − ε for maximization problems). For example, for the Euclidean traveling salesman problem, a PTAS would produce a tour with length at most (1 + ε)L, with L being the length of the shortest tour.
A.3 APX-hardness
A problem is said to be APX-Hard, if we cannot design any PTAS for it unless P = NP. Figure 2 . The block moves are indicated at each step. 
B An Example of a Block Move and a Block Sorting Schedule
π ¿ ½ ¾ ½¼ π ′ ¿ ½ ¾ ½¼
C An Example of the Reduction Procedure
A red-blue graph for the π in Figure 3 has been drawn taking x 2 = 1, and x 4 = 1. Since Φ gets satisfied by this assignment, this red-blue graph is a tree. This signifies that the corresponding block sorting schedule is perfect. 
F Omitted Proofs from Section 4
F.1 Proof of Corollary 1
This follows from the fact that we can always have the edges in E in any G(π, S). Therefore, we can always construct a block sorting schedule of length 7m+2n−1 in the following way:
1. Move all the term symbols to their proper places in any order. This would take 6m moves (one move for each symbol). 2. Now move the pairs u i υ i to their proper places. Note that they have already formed blocks by the above step. This takes n steps. 3. All the j r j pairs have formed blocks, but are in the reverse order after the above two steps. So getting them in order requires m+n−1 block moves.
F.2 Proof of Lemma 9
This is already implied from the construction of permutation π, from formula Φ. Specifically, given a satisfying assignment for Φ, it satisfies k clauses say C For the other direction, if we have k non-crossing red edges in any G(π, S), one from each clause component, then we can set the corresponding literal to be true for that clause and satisfy those k clauses. This property of π was used along with other properties in [2] , to prove the NP-hardness of Block Sorting.
F.3 Proof of Lemma 10
Since C j is unsatisfied in Φ for all variables z i = (x i or,x i ) ∈ C j , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, we havez i , the complement of z i true in at least another clause C k , andz i satisfies clause C k . Therefore by Lemma 18, any pair (p 
F.4 Proof of Lemma 11
We prove that for any red blue graph G(π, S), the blue component containing q symbols of any clause C j can be connected to the graph G(π, S) only via a red edge of type (p We now exhaustively consider all other red edges to connect the blue component with q symbols to G(π, S). We show that each of these red edges are either nonexistent, or cross with another red edge ∈ E, hence disconnect another blue component from G(π, S). We will prove things for (p 
Hence the red edges (p j i , q j k ) for 1 ≤ i < k ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m cross with both the red edges (u i , υ i ) ∈ E, and (u k , υ k ) ∈ E by Lemma 4. 3. A red edge cannot be drawn from any q j i to any r k for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ m, without disconnecting a blue component. We have
k ) disconnects the blue component with the υ i symbol from the graph. Moreover, the red edge (q j i , r k ) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ m, also cross with red edge ( j , r j ) ∈ E for that j, by Lemma 2. Hence drawing a red edge of type (q j i , r k ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ m, disconnects more than one blue component from the graph. 4. A red edge cannot be drawn from any q j i to any k for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ m without disconnecting a blue component. We have
Hence red edges (q j i , k ) and (u i , υ i ) ∈ E cross by Lemma 4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ m. Therefore drawing red edge (q j i , k ) disconnects the blue component with the υ i symbol from the graph. Again we have π( 
F.5 Proof of Lemma 15
We need to show the following for all the pairs mentioned in the lemma:
1. They are in order: a < b, and π(a) < π(b), ∀(a, b). 2. Any two pairs do not violate any conditions of Lemmas 2, 3, 4, or 5. That is, they do not cross each other.
To recall, the boolean formula Φ has n variables, and m clauses. We have j < r j , and π(
We state and prove the following claim:
Hence the pairs ( i , r i ), and ( j , r j ) do not cross
, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n, j < m+k, and π(u k ) < π(υ k ) < π( j ) < π(r j ), ∀1 ≤ k ≤ n, j > m + k. 2. and 3. imply, the pairs (u k , υ k ), and ( j , r j ) do not cross each other ∀1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m + n.
Claim F.5 completes the proof of Lemma 15.
F.6 Proof of Lemma 16
With a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 15, we can show that the pair (s, 1 ) does not cross with the pair (u i , υ i ) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, or with the pairs ( j , r j ) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m + n. Hence we can always draw red edges between the pairs (u i , υ i ), ( j , r j ), and (s, 1 ). There are n red edges of type (u i , υ i ), m + n red edges of type ( j , r j ), and a single red edge of type (s, 1 ). This makes the total number of such red edges m + 2n + 1.
F.7 Proof of Lemma 17
In a red blue graph of a perfect block sorting schedule G(π, S perf ect ), all the m + 2n + 2 blue components mentioned in Lemma 17 are connected. Claim A, B, and C of the proof of Lemma 11 of [2] prove:
1. The union of these m + 2n + 2 blue components form a connected subgraph of G(π, S perf ect ). 2. The only way to connect all of these m+2n+2 blue components in G(π, S perf ect ) is to have all the edges of set E.
The two above implications lead to the fact that E is the only set of edges which can connect all of these in m+2n+2 blue components in any G(π, S). Hence any edge absent from G(π, S) will imply at least one disconnected blue component in G(π, S). 
G Omitted Proofs from Section 5
G.1 Proof of Lemma 21
To prove this, we just observe that for k = 1 which is the minimum value k can have, k-Block Merging reduces to Block Merging. For the maximum value k can have, which is simply equal to the number of increasing sequences S has, k-Block Merging reduces to Block Sorting. Hence the above inequalities holds for any 1 ≤ k ≤ (# of increasing sequences in S).
G.2 Proof of Lemma 23
The proof sketch of Lemma 23 is based on the fact that a block is allowed to be moved in Block Merging if it is contained in at most one increasing sequence. This in fact ensures that at most one edge can be added to c(S π ) by a block merging move. Also, a valid block merging move in which at least one block is merged adds at least one edge to c(S π ). Hence c(S π ) can be increased by exactly 1 by each block merging move. Further, it has been shown in [3] that a block merging move to reduce c(S π ) by 1 can be always found in polynomial time. Since, c(M n ) = n − 1, this gives a polynomial time exact algorithm for block merging.
G.3 Proof of Lemma 24
Since we allow a block to be moved in k-Block Merging if it is contained in at most k increasing subsequences, we can add at most k new edges to c(S π ) by a k-block merging move. A block fragmented across k increasing sequences in S π will add k edges to c(S π ) when moved into one increasing subsequence by a single k-block merging move.
H An Application of Block Sorting in OCR
In figure 5 , we illustrate this concept with an example inspired by an application in optical character recognition. Here we have a permutation "How ? they did it do" recognized, but not in the correct order "How they did do it ?". We observe that it requires 3 block moves to sort the permutation by using Block Sorting. The blocks are moved and combined with other blocks to form larger blocks at each step. Fig. 5 . Block sorting string "How did they do it?" (Reproduced from [2] ).
